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Luminosities from neutron stars are powered by: 
 
•  Stored heat 
  
•  Accretion 

•  Rotation 

•  Magnetic field    (“magnetars”) 
(Duncan, Thompson 1992 
 Paczynski 1992)  





XTE J1810-197 

Gotthelf, Halpern (2007) 



 Dynamic spindown torque 

Camilo et al. (2007) 

XTE J1810-197 



Den Hartog et al. (2008) 

AXP 1RXS J170849-400910 



Ordinary pulsars: twisted open field lines 

magnetospheric power  L = I! < LSD

current  I ~ c µ
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Ordinary pulsars: twisted open field lines 

Magnetars:  twisted closed field lines 
     (cf. the sun) 

magnetospheric power  L = I! < LSD

current  I ~ c µ
R2

LC

,    voltage  ! ~ 1012V

magnetospheric power  L = I! >> LSD

current  I ~ c µ
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NS

,    voltage  ! ~ 109V



Twisted force-free configurations 
 
  

(e.g. Low 1986; 
Mikic, Linker 1994) 
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D. Vigano  
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Global self-similar twists ! " 1 ?        (Wolfson 1995; 
                                                                     Thompson et al. 2002; 
                                                                      Pavan et al. 2009) 
 
-- luminosity too large 
 
-- evolution too slow  
 
-- dynamic twist localization 

Twisted force-free configurations 
 
  

(e.g. Low 1986; 
Mikic, Linker 1994) 
  

K.  Parfrey 

D. Vigano  
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2sin   -- coordinate labeling magnetic field lines
     (  is the polar angle of the footprint of field line)
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(Beloborodov 2009)  

Example: uniformly twisted dipole 
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L =1.3!1035  "9  B14  !  A12
2    [erg s#1]   

tev = 4  "9
#1  B14  !  A12    [yr]

(A#  area of the j-bundle footprint)



   

Shrinking 
hot spots  
on transient 
magnetars: 



Starquake: 

-- X-ray outburst (Ibrahim et al. 2004) 

-- 3 year decay; shrinking hot spot 
 (Gotthelf, Halpern 2007;      
   Bernardini et al. 2009)  

 

      Voltage  ~ 3 GeV 

Hot spot in XTE J1810-197 

XTE J1810-197:   P = 5.54 s 

                         B ~ 2 x 10    G  

                    L    ~ 3 x 10    erg/s 
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Outbursts from overtwisted j-bundle 



Parfrey et al. (2011) 



Parfrey et al. (2011) 



Parfrey et al. (2011) 



Parfrey et al. (2011) 



Parfrey et al. (2011) 



Parfrey et al. (2011) 



Spindown 







Electron-positron plasma 



e+/-  breakdown 
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Plasma circulation in the magnetosphere 

M~1       



  Outer corona: radiative transfer problem 

Relativistic e+,  e!  are injected in the strong-field region B > BQ,  

                  L± ~ I" ~ 1036  "9  B15  !  A12
2    erg s!1

Neutron star emits # blackbody radiation,   
                   L ~ 1035  erg s!1



  Outer corona: radiative transfer problem 

Relativistic e+,  e!  are injected in the strong-field region B > BQ,  

                  L± ~ I" ~ 1036  "9  B15  !  A12
2    erg s!1

Neutron star emits # blackbody radiation,   
                   L ~ 1035  erg s!1

Pair cascade at  B > 0.1BQ :   scattered photons convert to pairs,

                                                                   multiplicity M ~102

Radiation field controls the flow momentum
=>  self-consistent transfer in the opaque outflow



Radiative transfer: 
 
!  two polarization states (four Compton cross sections) 

!  ray tracing 

!  photon conversion off the field 

!  synchrotron radiation         (turns out unimportant) 

!  photon splitting                   (turns out unimportant) 

!  Self-consistent momentum distribution of e+- ; energy balance 
-- main advance compared with previous transfer simulations 
   (Fernandez, Thompson 2007; Nobili, Turolla, Zane 2008; Fernandez, Davis 2011) 



Bpole =1015  G
! = 0.3
! =109V

kT = 0.3 keV
          (star)

solution 



           Drag-induced turbulence  

         and low-frequency emission 



Radiative drag force and saturation momentum p* :    
          F(p*) = 0,       F(p)> 0   if   p < p*      
                                F(p)< 0   if   p > p*

Radiative locking of electron/positron momenta 



Radiative drag force and saturation momentum p* :    
          F(p*) = 0,       F(p)> 0   if   p < p*      
                                F(p)< 0   if   p > p*
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Radiative locking of electron/positron momenta 



Radiative drag force and saturation momentum p* :    
          F(p*) = 0,       F(p)> 0   if   p < p*      
                                F(p)< 0   if   p > p*
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two-fluid model:    dp+
dt

= F(p+ )+ eE||        

                               dp"
dt

= F(p" )" eE||  

Radiative locking of electron/positron momenta 



Two-stream instability in the outflow 



Spread in momentum of e+- 



Radio pulsations from XTE J1810-197 

 Camilo et al. 2007 

-- switched on  after the starquake 

-- radio luminosity ~ 2x10    erg/s.   
Rotationally powered?     

          
  

-- radio waves and X-rays probably 
come from the same bundle of field 
lines (simultaneous pulses) 

28
lc ~ 10 ( / GeV) erg/sI e! !

30 



Nonthermal X-ray emission 



Den Hartog et al. (2008) 

AXP 4U 0142+61 





j-bundle 
emission 



 Transition layer: kT ~ 200 keV 

Transition layer 

 Heated footprint 
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!  Coronal activity is powered by ohmic dissipation with GeV voltage  

!  Resistive untwisting: a growing cavity and a shrinking j-bundle 
 =>  shrinking hot spot on the star  (XTE J1810-197 and other   

                                        transient magnetars) 

!  Over-twisted j-bundle produces outbursts and spindown anomalies 

!  A high-multiplicity e+- outflow (M~100) forms in the j-bundle.       
It emits hard X-rays and stops in the equatorial plane.     

     =>  a) two-peak X-ray spectrum, b) annihilation line    

!  Radiative drag induces turbulence and low-frequency emission 

  Summary 

L ~1034erg/s


